TURN SAVINGS ON

OPERA Range
Remote control for lighting

See all presentation
See the general characteristics and the system structure
See the presentation of hardware modules for remote control

OPERA Range
General information
The OPERA system, the basic framework:
1. Remote control Maestro Software

2. DIM-Q, RAM, IOM, MEM, LPM modules are
mounted on panel board. According to their
matching and configuration allow to perform from
simple remote control of panel to advanced remote
control of single lighting point.
3. LPS, LPC and LPL modules are mounted on HID
or LED lighting fixture. They allow remote control
of single lighting point on behalf of Power Line
Carrier or Radio Frequency communication.

OPERA Range
General information
The OPERA system, the basic framework:
4. Dimmable electronic ballast Reverberi-Eltam,
bi-power magnetic ballast ETI and dimmer D/LPC
module
5. LPB modules to manage a group of lighting points

6. LTM traffic sensor: measures of luminance,
traffic and meteo conditions
7. Accessories such as filter coils for PLC, modem
GSM/GPRS modems, ethernet converters, miniups
for non breaking operation in case of no main
All interfacables with remote control devices of Reverberi and Intelux ranges: STPi controllers, STP controllers , NG
controllers , SDL TC sensor, SDLx sensor.
The control centre can be composed of a single PC, to which it is possible to connect up to 5 modems managed at
the same time and a total of 25 communication channels.

OPERA Range
General information

SYSTEM GENERAL OVERVIEW

OPERA Range
General information
A WIDE RANGE OF SOLUTION

Maestro is open to both
Reverberi devices and other
manufacturer’s ones

OPERA Range
Remote control modules
Data intelligent
management (DIM-Q)

Intelligent module for the remote measurament and control of
switchgears
 Switch-on/off of the plant with the integrated astronomical switch
 Remote control of panels and/or power controllers made by other manifacturers
 Electronical parameters and measurament recorded in a non-volatile memory
 3 voltmetric inputs, 3 current inputs and 1 differential current input
 Communication with mini-USB port connected direcly to a PC
 Communication with RS232 serial port (either connection directly to a modem, router or
Ethernet converitor)
 Can be expanded in a master-slave configuration either in terms of electrical
measuraments to be recorded and of number of I/O that may be controlled

OPERA Range
Remote control modules
Module for advanced remote
control (RAM)

Expansion module suitable for connection to DIM units for
advanced remote control
 10 isolated I/O, 8 settable like input and 2 like output

 Remote switch-on/off of panel with two relays

 Modem reset with relay scheduling
 MINI-UPS for battery chargering and relay switch for module power supply in case of
failure in the mains voltage
 Communication is via serial port DIM module and with the modem/router

OPERA Range
Remote control modules

Input expansion module (IOM)

Expansion module suitable for connection to DIM unit, for
measurament and control of digital signals
 Availability up to 8 settable digital ports
 Remote reading of the status of switches, contactors, relays, etc.
 Each individual input can be related to an alarm code
 In case of alteration of status sends a call each time to the control centre
 Communication and set up of the inputs are by means of the keyboard and display of
master module, or via PC

OPERA Range
Remote control modules

Measurament expansion module (MEM)

Expansion module suitable for connection to DIM unit to
measure in real time the electrical parameters of output lines
 Real time information about the electrical parameters of output lines of the panel
 Identification of the typology and nature of troubles occurred, such as: off status of
luminaires, cutoff in the lines, anomalies of loads
 3 voltmetric inputs and 12 current inputs
 Suitability to connect up to 32 modules
 Communication and set up of the internal parameters are exclusively via PC

OPERA Range
Point-Point system
Possibility of single lighting
point remote control

OPERA Range
Power-Line Carrier point-point System
Lighting point manager (LPM)

Intelligent modules installed in the control panel, able to manage
the power line carrier communication and querying towards pole
control modules (LPS, LPC, LPL)
 Necessary DIM module extension, in order to allow communication through PLC with
the lighting point modules (LPS; LPC; LPL)
 Manage up to one three-phase line and three single-phase lines and 989 LPS,LPC,LPL
modules

 Internal memory in order to store measurament for many days
 Reading and control times to the lighting point modules are programmable
 When LPC and LPL dimmer modules are installed, LPM manages as well scenarios

OPERA Range
Power-Line Carrier point-point System
Lighting point manager (LPM)
 It can memorize up to 2 scenarios for each LPC or LPL module and automatically
changes them twice per year according to seasons
 It is possible as well to enable the “continuous polling” function: it generates an alarm
in real-time
 Manage and command up to 10 time scenarios in real time on the group of lamp
 Manage and command up to 10 event scenarios in real time on the group of lamp
 Each scenario can be associated with a different configuration of the 6 outputs of the
IOM module eventually connected
 LPM communicates with the Master through serial port RS422, and to a PC with
RS232 of the Master
 LPM/D has the same functionality of LPM/C: it’s the cheap version and must be
installed with DIM module

OPERA Range
Power-Line Carrier point-point System
Lighting Point Sentinel
(LPS)
IP66
VERSION

IP20
VERSION

Installed close to the individual lighting point, to perform the remote
measurement and diagnosis of the luminaire through power line
carrier communication with LPM/C modules
 Remote reading of all parameters performed directly onto the luminaire where it has
been installed (voltage, current, cosfi, power, hours of operation, status of the lamp, etc.)
 Detect any possible failure very quickly, to identify which lamps are broken or decaying
 Detailed analyses about the running status of the luminaires controlled

OPERA Range
Power-Line Carrier point-point System
Lighting Point
Controller (LPC)
IP66
VERSION

IP20
VERSION

Installed in proximity to the individual lighting point, to perform the
remote measurement, diagnosis and control of the luminaire through
power line carrier communication with LPM/C and LPM/D modules
 As additional property compared to the LPS unit, LPC permits to switch on/off the
luminaire in the remote mode
 0-10V command, PWM command and DALI command
 Automatic daily cycle, made of on/off operations. Maximum 5 operations are allowed, at
preset timing
 Possibility to set different step dimming if it drives D/LPC dimmer or dimmable elettronic
ballast or bi-power ballast
 LPC-EF option: if there is a earth fault, after three attempt to reset and riable the
protection, disconnects permanently the lamp

OPERA Range
Remote control modules

LPC module can command:
 Reverberi-Eltam DIMMABLE ELECTRONIC BALLAST, through DALI output
 ETI magnetic BI-POWER ballast
 DIMMER module (D/LPC) connected on a magnetic ballast

OPERA Range
Remote control modules
Reverberi-Eltam Dimmable
Electronic Ballast

OPERA Range
Remote control modules

Bi-power ballast

LPC module can command a Bi-power ballast, through 2 potential free
contacts, 3A 250Vac
 ETI Bi-power ballast is made of two windings on the same core
 Maximun power reduction is around 35% for MH CDO/TT and CMH lamps, while around
40% for SHP lamps
 In order to keep the Power Factor constant, the MH version has two capacitors
 The unit includes also a last generation DPC (Digital Pulse Control) electronic ignitor,
that applies sets of pulses to the lamp, maximum for 15 minutes

OPERA Range
Remote control modules
Lighting point dimmer option (D/LPC)

Unit, connected on a magnetic ballast, adds the possibility to dim the
single lighting point
 Possibility to dim the single lighting point

 Possibility to differentiate the light emitted by each lamp, in the same installation,
depending on their location
 Installed with LPC module, can manage for each lamp a cycle made up to 5 levels,
programmed and stored in the module itself
 Level end time of dimming, stored in the LPC module, can be set from the control centre
 Best level of dimming through setting parameter in the LPC module
 Maximun energy saving with “minimum consumption” function: enabling it each module
goes to the maximum dimming level allowed to the specific lamp managed, but avoiding
turning off

OPERA Range
Power-Line Carrier point-point System
LED Lighting Point Monitor and
Controller (LPL)
IP00 VERSION

Installed in proximity to the individual LED lighting point, to perform
the remote measurement, diagnosis and control of the luminaire
through power line carrier communication with LPM/C and LPM/D
modules
 Remote reading of all parameters performed directly onto the luminaire where it has
been installed (voltage, current, cosfi, power, hours of operation, status of the lamp, etc.)
 Switching on/off the luminaire in the remote mode
 Three different versions for Led dimming: through 1-10V isolated output, through PWM

200Hz isolated output or through DALI command

OPERA Range
Power-Line Carrier point-point System
LED Lighting Point Monitor and
Controller (LPL)

IP65 VERSION

 LPL/V function: in case the lamps are fed by power controller, the LPL module
generate control output which detects the input voltage

 Automatic dimming work cycle: 5 levels stored in the module itself
 Module belonging to a groups scenario of the LPM/C or LPM/D modules
 Versions for lamps max 150W and 330W
 Version IP00 and IP65

OPERA Range
Radio Frequency point-point System
System structure:
PANEL BOARD
 LPM
 LPM/R
 (DIM-optional)

LIGHTING FIXTURE
 LPL/R IP20 + RM (external radio)
Or in alternative
 LPL/R IP00 + RM (external radio)
or
 LPC/R IP65 (radio inside the module)

OPERA Range
Radio Frequency point-point System
Lighting point manager via Radio
Frequency (LPM/R)

Intelligent modules installed in the control panel, able to manage
the radio communication and querying towards pole control
modules (LPL/R, LPC/R)
 Module to couple with the module LPM, it is the radio transceiver of LPM
 To be installed outside the panel board in case of metal enclosures

 Connection to the LPM through a dedicated 6-wire connection
 LPM/R does not limit the use of Power Line Carrier communication
 Simultaneus management of luminaires provided with the modules LPL and LPC with
the Power Line Carrier communication and lighting fixtures equipped with radio
communication LP*/R* modules
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Radio Frequency point-point System
Modules installed inside the lighting fixture:
LPL/R IP00 0-10V + RM
LPL/R IP00 DALI + RM
LPL/R IP00 PWM + RM

LPL/R IP20 0-10V + RM
LPL/R IP20 DALI + RM
LPL/R IP20 PWM + RM

OPERA Range
Radio Frequency point-point System
RM Module:
 It contains the antenna and eletronics for
radio communication
 Double isolation 10 Kv
 Protection degree IP65

 Mechanical impact IK8
 Hole for fixing: Ø 16mm
 Connecting cable with setting
module: 50cm double isolation

OPERA Range
Radio Frequency point-point System
Modules installed outside the lighting fixture:
LPL/R IP65 0-10V
LPL/R IP65 DALI
LPL/R IP65 PWM

 It contains the antenna and eletronics for
radio communication
 Double isolation 10 Kv
 Protection degree IP65
 Mechanical impact IK8

OPERA Range
Remote control modules
Autonomous dimmable single lighting point
Reverberi Eltam electronic ballast - Multistep Midnight version
 Timetable setting of dimming levels
 Automatic midnight calculation
 Work cycle application over the midnight calculation

ETI Bi-power ballast - Crono Etimer version
 Setting the percentage of full light in the night

 Reading and memorazing the previous night duration
 Automatic application of the programmed full light time

OPERA Range
Remote control modules
Automatic dimming – MIDNIGHT, ETIMER, AUTO DIM

 Starting from midnight, the software applies a powerful of dimming cycle program:
time and levels can be up to 10 for the electronic ballast EB and up to 4 for the
magnetic ballast ETI
 Ballast EB – Remote programming: complete reprogram of Ebs through coded
pulses on the power line at 230 Vac
 Ballast EB – Dual Action: You can switch between both modes Midnight to Dali
control, with out reprogramming the device. To return to DALI you need a special
DALIHub

OPERA Range
Remote control modules
Lamp Push Button (LPB)

Devices installed on the lamp supply line to override dimming levels of
a group of luminaires installed on the same supply line where it is
installed
 Power Line Carrier communication throught LPM/C and LPM/D modules
 Immediatly dimming of setted groups of lamps
 When the button changes from «not pressed» state to «pressed» , LPM sends the new
dimming override command to the group of lamps
 Time of override is programmable from 1 to 255 seconds and you can install up to 5
LPB modules on the same line
 Typical example of application is a pedestrian crossing where the user can request, via
the pressure of button, the override at full light of the lamps in the proximity of the passage
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Remote control modules
Traffic Sensor LTM

Equipment for real-time measurament of the road luminance, traffic and
weather conditions at night, installed at the roadside
 Measuring the luminance level of the road monitored, according to standard UNI 11248
and CEN 13201-3 part 3
 Measuring the flow of the night traffic present, in term of vehicles/hour
 Evaluating the typical weather debilitating conditions (dry, wet, fog, snow)
 Throught the measurement of luminance, it is possible to adjust lighting, to obtain on
the road the exact value required by current standard. Avoiding the designer to take into
account the maintenance factor
 Integrating traffic information with the ability to DIM, it is possible to apply the
reductions of lighting categories in real time
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Remote control modules
Traffic Sensor LTM

 Analysis of road condition (dry, rain, snow or fog) to apply the appropriate level of
dimming, according to existing weather condition, by using its proper scenario, to be
settable automatically or manually by the user
 The system uses sophisticated algorithms of computer vision to obtain all the necessary
information for a correct implementation of energy savings
 The sensor LTM integrates very simply in Reverberi or Opera control systems
 Compared to the traditional preprogrammed time cycles, the sensor has shown, in the
tests, to be able to add an additional 40% energy savings
 Improve safety: the dimming depends on the wheather conditions at that time and with
real-time traffic

